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ABSTRACT:
This work presents a general and formal solution to the problem of fusion of a multi-spectral (MS) image with a higher-resolution
panchromatic (P) observation. The method relies on the generalised Laplacian pyramid, which is an over-sampled structure obtained
by subtracting from an image its low-pass version. The goal is to selectively performs spatial-frequencies spectrum substitution from
an image to another with the constraint of thoroughly retaining the spectral information of the coarser MS data. To this end, a vector
injection model has been defined: at each pixel, the detail vector to be added is always parallel to the MS approximation. Furthermore,
its components are scaled by factors measuring the ratio of local gains between the MS and P data. Quantitative results are presented
and discussed on simulated SPOT 5 data of an urban area (2:5m P, 10m XS) obtained from the MIVIS airborne imaging spectrometer.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. LAPLACIAN PYRAMIDS

The ever increasing availability of space-borne sensors imaging
in a variety of ground scales and spectral bands, makes fusion
of multisensor data a discipline to which more and more general
formal solutions to a number of application cases are demanded.
Space-borne imaging sensors allow a global coverage of the Earth
surface. Musti-spectral (MS) space observations, however, may
exhibit limited ground resolutions, that may be inadequate to specific identification tasks.

The Laplacian pyramid (LP) is derived from the Gaussian pyramid (GP), which is a multi-scale representation obtained through
a recursive reduction (low-pass filtering and decimation).

Since the high-pass filtering (HPF) technique (Chavez et al.,
1991), fusion methods based on injecting high-frequency components into resampled versions of the MS data have demonstrated a superior performance (Wald et al., 1997). HPF consists
of an injection of high frequency components taken from a highresolution panchromatic (P) observation into a bicubically resampled version of the low-resolution MS image. The frequency selection is obtained by taking the difference between the P image
and its low-pass version achieved through a local pixel averaging,
i.e. a box filtering. The rationale of spectrum substitution was
formally developed in a multiresolution framework by employing the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) (Ranchin and Wald,
2000), and Laplacian pyramids (LP) (Aiazzi et al., 2002).
According to he basic principle of DWT image fusion (Li et al.,
1995), couples of subbands of corresponding frequency content
are merged. The fused image is synthesized by taking the inverse
transform. Fusion based on the undecimated “a trous” wavelet
was also proposed (Núñez et al., 1999). Unlike the DWT, which
is critically sub-sampled, the “à trous” wavelet and the LP are
over-sampled. The LP can be generalised to deal with scales
whose ratios are integer or fractional (GLP) (Aiazzi et al., 1999).
Data fusion based on multiresolution analysis, however, requires
the definition of a proper model establishing how the missing
high-pass information to be injected into the MS bands is extracted from the P band (Ranchin and Wald, 2000). Such a model
can be global over the whole image or depend on spatial context
(Aiazzi et al., 2002). Goal of the model is to make the fused
bands the most similar to what the MS sensor would image if it
had the same resolution as the broad-band one.

Let G0 (i; j ), i = 0;    ; M 1, and j = 0;    ; N 1, M =
u  2K ; N = v  2K , be a grey-scale image. The octave GP is

defined as
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for k = 1;    ; K , i = 0;    ; M=2k 1, and j = 0;    ; N=2k
1; in which k identifies the level of the pyramid, K being
the top, or root, or base-band approximation, of size u  v .
The separable 2-D reduction low-pass filter stems from a linear
symmetric 1-D kernel, generally odd-sized, i.e. r2 (n); n =
Lr ; ; Lr which should have the 3 dB cut-off at one half
of the band-width of the signal, to minimise the effects of aliasing
(Vaidyanathan, 1992).
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From the GP, the enhanced LP (ELP) (Aiazzi et al., 1997) is defined, for k = 0;
; K 1, as
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in which expand2 [Gk+1 ] denotes the (k + 1)st GP level expanded by 2 to match the underlying kth level:
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1. The 2-D low-pass filter for expansion is given
as the outer product of a linear symmetric odd-sized kernel
e2 (n); n = Le ; ; Le , which must cut off at one half
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Figure 1. Flowchart of GLP fusion suitable for MS and P data, whose scale ratio is p > 1. p: down-sampling by p; p: up-sampling
by p; rp is p-reduction low-pass filter with cut-off at 1=p of spectrum extent; ep is p-expansion low-pass filter with 1=p cut-off as well.
of the band-width of the signal to reject the spectral images
introduced by up-sampling by 2 ( 2) (Vaidyanathan, 1992).
Summation terms are taken to be null for non-integer values of
(i + m)=2 and (j + n)=2, corresponding to interleaving zeroes.
The base-band approximation is added to the band-pass ELP, i.e
LK (m; n) GK (m; n), to yield a complete image description.
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The attribute enhanced depends on the expansion filter being
forced to be half-band, i.e. an interpolator by 2, and chosen independently of the reduction filter, which may be half-band as well,
or not. The ELP outperforms the standard LP for image compression (Aiazzi et al., 1997), thanks to the fact ythat its layers
are uncorrelated with one another. The filter choice stems from
a trade-off between selectivity (sharp cut-off) and computational
cost (Aiazzi et al., 2002). In particular, the absence of ripple, is
the most favourable feature. The ELP can be easily generalised to
deal with scales whose ratios are integer or even fractional numbers (GLP) (Aiazzi et al., 1999).

Given two spectral vectors v and v
^ both having L components,
in which v = v1 ; v2 ;
; vL is the original spectral pixel vector vl = G(l) (i; j ) while v
^ = v^1 ; v^2 ; ; v^L is the distorted
vector obtained by applying fusion to the coarser resolution MS
^ (l) (i; j ), spectral distortion measurements may
data, i.e. v^l = G
be defined. The spectral angle mapper (SAM) denotes the absolute value of the spectral angle between the two vectors:
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The SAM distortion (4) can be measured in degrees or radians.
Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of a GLP-based scheme suitable for
spectral distortion-minimising fusion of MS + P data, whose scale
ratio is an integer p. Let G(P ) (i; j ) be the data set constituted by
a single P image having smaller scale, i.e. finer resolution, and
size Mp Np. Let also G(l) (i; j ); l = 1;
; L be the data
set made up of the L bands of an MS image. Such bands have
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thus produced. They constitute the low-pass component to which
details are added in order to yield a spatially enhanced set of MS
(P )
observations. Then, the high-pass component from P, L0 (i; j ),
(l)
~
is weighted by a scaling factor and added to G (i; j ); l =
1;
; L to yield G^ (l) (i; j ); l = 1; ; L .
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Crucial point is the definition of a local gain (LG), by which
high-pass details at pixel (i; j ) are to be weighted before being
injected into the resampled multi-spectral bands. Such a gain
is chosen to be both space- and spectrally-varying; stated with
a vector notation, ~ (i; j ) =
l (i; j ); l = 1; ; L . Let

f

 g

~~ (i; j ) , fG~ (l) (i; j ); l = 1;    ; Lg denote the pixel vector of
G
~ (i; j ) , ~ (i; j )L(0P ) (i; j ) dethe expanded MS image; let also D
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scale larger by a factor p, i.e. coarser resolution, and thus size
M  N . The goal is to obtain a set fG^ (l) (i; j ); l = 1;    ; Lg of
MS bands each having same spatial resolution as P. The upgrade
of each band G(l) to yield the spatial resolution of P is the level
k = 0 of the zero-mean GLP of the P image, i.e. L(0P ) . First,
the bands fG(l) (i; j ); l = 1;    ; Lg are interpolated by p to
~ (l) ; l = 1;    ; Lg, is
match the finer scale. A new data set, fG

note the MS detail vector to be injected. In order to minimize the
SAM distortion between resampled MS bands and fused products, the injected detail vector at pixel position (i; j ) must be par-

~~ (i; j ). At the same time
allel to the resampled MS vector, i.e. to G
each component l (i; j ) should be designed so as to minimize the
~ (l) (i; j ) is inradiometric distortion when the detail component D
(l)
~
jected into G (i; j ). Starting from the vector merge relationship
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~~ (i; j ) + ~ (i; j )  L(P ) (i; j )
(5)
G
0
let us define the lth components of LG as
G~ (l) (i; j ) ; l = 1;    ; L
(6)
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~ (P ) (i; j ) denotes the expanded version of the reduced
in which G
1

P image. ¿From (5) and (6) it stems that
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in which stands for vector product and the indexes (i; j ) have
been omitted throughout. Eq. (7) states that the spectral angle
(SAM) is unchanged when a vector pixel in the expanded MS

~^ (i; j ),
~~ (i; j ), is enhanced to yield the fused product, G
image, G
~~ (i; j ).
~ (i; j ) is always parallel to G
because the upgrade D

Although one level of decomposition (K = 1) with p = 4 is
capable to produce 1 : 4 fusion, for computational convenience,
K = 2 and p = 2 are preferable, since less data are processed at
the second level thanks to decimation after the first one.

Table 1 reports correlation coefficients (CC) between 2:5m reference originals and fused XS bands. This parameter measures
how the shape of the fused image reflects that of the original.
CC, however, is insensitive to a constant gain and bias between
the images. Although GLP-SDM exploits a vector model designed to minimise SAM, the CC of each spectral component are
higher than those of the other methods. Table 2 reports RMSE
and SAM (4) between 2:5m original and fused pixel vectors, averaged over the XS bands. Notice that spectral distortion minimisation is achieved with a radiometric distortion lower by about
20% with respect to GLP-fusion without SAM adjustment.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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GLP-SDM
0.990
0.994
0.973

GLP-CBD
0.982
0.988
0.959

HPF
0.958
0.970
0.937

EXP
0.875
0.860
0.834

Table 1. CC between 2:5m XS images and those obtained from
10m XS by means of 1 : 4 fusion with 2:5m P. EXP denotes
plain resampling without detail injection.
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RMSE
SAM

GLP-SDM
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3.19Æ

GLP-CBD
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3.96Æ

HPF
12.21
4.66Æ

EXP
15.72
3.19Æ

Table 2. Average radiometric and spectral distortions between
2:5m XS spectral vectors and those obtained from fusion of
10m XS with 2:5m P. EXP = resampling without injection.
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Figure 2. (a): 512 512 P channel of SPOT 5 (2:5m) synthesized as (B1+B2+B3)/3; (b): 10m XS expanded by 4 (B3-B2-B1 as
R-G-B); (c): 1 : 4 GLP fusion with spectral distortion minimization (GLP-SDM); (d): 1 : 4 GLP fusion with context-based decision
(GLP-CBD) ( = 0:3); (e): HPF fusion (5 5 box filter); (f): true 2:5m XS.



